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Best Learning Experience

In pairs…

Describe the best learning 
experience you’ve had 
recently. 

Name 1 – 2 factors that made it 
a good experience and write 
them on a Post-it.



Learning Objectives

After today’s workshop you will have…

 Shared best practices and challenges 
in current workshops and trainings 

 Examined adult learning preferences 
and styles

 Identified techniques to improve the 
outcomes of future workshops and 
trainings

 Applied techniques to improve 
outcomes in future trainings



How Adults Prefer to Learn

(Malcolm Knowles)

 Respect – Facilitator actions show respect 
for the experience and knowledge adults 
bring and are observed and felt by 
learners. 

 Immediacy – “How soon can I use this?” –
During the event and in own setting.

 Relevance – Learners will learn faster and 
more permanently that which is significant 
to them and to their present lives.



How Adults Prefer to Learn

(Jane Vella)

 Safety – People need to feel safe and 
challenged – hold the opposites.

 Engagement – People learn more 
when they are actively involved, doing 
what they are learning.

 Inclusion – Without inclusion, a learning 
group is fragmented. With inclusion, a 
learner is moved to collaborate and 
open to learning.



Three Distinct Learning Styles

Visual – I see what you mean

Auditory – I hear what you 
mean

Kinesthetic - I feel what you 
mean



Best Learning Experience

Compare the factors that made your 

best learning experience positive with 

the information we just reviewed…

six preferences

 three learning styles of an adult learner

What do you notice? 

What factors are in alignment? 



Learning Experience

6 Factors
 Respect

 Immediacy

 Relevance

 Safety

 Engagement

 Inclusion

3 Learning Styles
 Visual

 Auditory

 Kinesthetic



Learning Centered Education

 Based on adult learning principles

 Redefines instructor and learner roles

 Partnership based on mutual respect

 Learners talk with one another as well as 

with the instructor



Design Techniques 

Learning Needs and Resources 
Assessment (LNRA)

Honoring your participants’ 
knowledge, experiences and 
expectations.
Narrowing your topic to meet 
the needs of your 
participants.



Importance of LNRA

By listening to learners wants and needs, one can 

shape a program that has immediate usefulness to 

adults.

 How can we listen to learners before we design the 

course for them?

 Discuss with your group how you currently honor 

your learners needs?



Sample LRNA

 Original Topic: Incorporating Whole Grains In 

Your Menu

 In their LNRA they asked: What types of whole 

grains do you currently offer in your menu?

 They found that….. Most learners were unsure 

how to determine if a grain was actually a 
whole grain.

 They decided that…  They would switch the 

topic to how to identify whole grain choices.



7 Elements of Design

 Who – Who is coming to this program? Who is 
your audience?

 Why – The reason for the presentation. 
Description of training. 

 When – Time frame – time of day, day, etc

 Where – Location

 What – List of content

 What for – Achievement-Based Objectives –
What will the learners will do?

 How – Learning Tasks – How the learners will 
accomplish the objectives 



Learning Task – Four Step 

Method

Anchor – learner’s own experience

Add – content told in dialogue

Apply – time for practice

Away – take home the learning



Design your Own Workshop

 Identify a topic related to something you have 

learned at the conference that you will need 

to teach back

 Create the LNRA to narrow the topic

 Fill in your 7 design Elements

 Identify your Objectives

 Write the Learning Tasks - 4 A’s 



Where do we go from here?

 On a post it at the table, write down what 

information you found most useful to you when 

developing your next workshop/training?

 What change will you commit too when designing 

your next workshop/training?



Thank you!

 What did you like about the workshop today?

 How about for future workshops…


